Risk Limiting Dispatch (RLD) was proposed recently as a mechanism that utilizes information and market recourse to reduce reserve capacity requirements, emissions and achieve other system operator objectives. It induces a set of simple dispatch rules that can be easily embedded into the existing dispatch systems to provide computationally efficient and reliable decisions. Storage is emerging as an alternative to mitigate the uncertainty in the grid. This paper extends the RLD framework to incorporate fast-ramping storage. It developed a closed form threshold rule for the optimal stochastic dispatch incorporating a sequence of markets and real-time information. An efficient algorithm to evaluate the thresholds is developed based on analysis of the optimal storage operation. Simple approximations that rely on continuous-time approximations of the solution for the discrete time control problem are also studied. The benefits of storage with respect to prediction quality and storage capacity are examined, and the overall effect on dispatch is quantified. Numerical experiments illustrate the proposed procedures.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increased penetration of renewable generation in the grid increases the uncertainty that needs to be managed by the system operator [1] . Existing system dispatch procedures are designed assuming mild uncertainty, and utilize a worst-case schedule for generation by solving deterministic controls where random demands are replaced by their forecasted values added to '3σ' [2] , where σ is the standard deviation of forecast error. Such rules require excess reserve capacity and result in increased emissions if σ is large [3] , [4] .
An approach to mitigating the impact of increased uncertainty is to utilize energy storage [5] . Energy storage can be broadly classified into two groups depending on their scheduling characteristics [6] , [7] : fast storage and slow storage. Fast storage can be utilized to mitigate intra-hourly variability of renewable supply. Slow storage can be utilized to transfer energy between different hours, so excess production can match peak demands. In this paper we address the integration of fast storage into power system dispatch.
Existing approaches to stochastic dispatch rely on stochastic programming based on techniques like Monte Carlo scenario sampling that are hard to implement in large scale or do not incorporate market recourse [8] - [13] . Moreover, the optimal decisions can be difficult to interpret in the context of system operations. Recent work has proposed utilizing robust optimization formulations with uncertainty sets [14] , [15] , but they do not capture multiple recourse opportunities and can result in conservative dispatch decisions. Incorporating storage into these models results in additional complexity and decisions which are hard to analyze. Risk Limiting Dispatch (RLD) [16] was proposed as an alternative to capture multiple operating goals and provide reliable and interpretable dispatch controls that can be readily incorporated in existing dispatch software. RLD incorporates real-time forecast statistics and recourse opportunities enabling the evaluation of improvements in forecasting and market design [4] . In this paper we develop RLD to incorporate fast storage.
Fast storage integration with renewables has been studied in a variety of scenarios. [17] examines the benefits of storage for renewable integration in a single bus model. Optimal contracting for co-located storage was studied in [18] , [19] , and the role of distributed storage was studied in [20] , [21] . Recent independent work [22] addresses system operator (SO) dispatch of storage to mitigate net loads (scheduled load minus wind) to obtain analytic controls and expressions for the value of storage, but focusing only in the real-time dispatch. We consider a SO dispatch process that utilizes a market with multiple recourse opportunities to evaluate the value of improved forecasts and impact of storage. An easy-to-compute numerical dispatch algorithm is developed utilizing optimal control structural results and explicit formulae. Analytic relationships between key quantities of interest are derived based on a continuous-time approximation of the storage problem.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II states RLD with storage problem.
Section III establishes structural control results for dispatch. The optimal storage operation and evaluation of the dispatch thresholds are studies in Section IV. An approximation scheme is derived in Section V. Numerical results are presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Grid operation is constrained so that supply must equal demand at each time instant. The system operator (SO) schedules conventional generation in a sequence of markets ahead of delivery time to ensure this constraint is met. Load and renewables are random, and only revealed at the delivery time interval. The goal of the operator is to find the optimal schedule and operation of grid resources given information about load and renewable generation. Fast storage can be used to smooth unpredicted variations of the net load (load minus renewables) in real-time. 
A. Model Formulation
There are R markets, modeled as stages, ahead of the delivery time interval. For example, stage 1 may occur 24 hours ahead of the delivery time; stage R occurs 15 minutes ahead of the delivery time; other stages occur in between. At each stage, an operator makes a decision to purchase s r units of energy at stage r for the delivery time interval. Note s r is a forward contract and may be interpreted as a contract for reserve capacity. The price c r per unit of s r is known in advance. These reserve capacities are different in two respects: the r-th capacity must be available in shorter time than the (r − 1)-th capacity, and their prices are different. The operator may also sell reserve capacity at various stages. In such case, s r < 0. We denote the index set for all dispatch stages as R = {1, 2, . . . , R}, and use r to denote one of the stages in R. Note the restriction of whether buying or selling is allowed at each stage is given ahead of time.
Further, to avoid trivial solutions, some constraints are imposed on the prices. For two buying dispatch stages r 1 , r 2 ∈ R and r 1 < r 2 , we require 0 < c r 1 < c r 2 , i.e. price of purchasing power increases as the delivery deadline approaches. If c r 1 > c r 2 , it is worthwhile to defer the purchasing decision since more information is available at stage r 2 when the price is lower.
Similarly, for two selling dispatch stages r 1 , r 2 ∈ R and r 1 < r 2 , we require c r 1 > c r 2 . Finally, to avoid arbitrage, for each buying stage r 1 and selling stage r 2 , such that r 1 < r 2 , we require
At each dispatch stage r ∈ R, three events occur. First information Y r is observed. In addition to the state at stage r, i.e., x r ∈ Y r , the information set could also contain signals that help the prediction of the demand and wind generation. Examples include weather forecast and sensor measurement data that are available at the time of stage r. Notice Y r ⊂ Y r+1 , for all r ∈ R.
Next a dispatch decision is made: The operator decides to purchase (s r ≥ 0) or sell (s r ≤ 0) from the r-th market. Lastly the total amount of power accumulated so far is computed
The energy accumulated in R markets is supplied during a delivery time interval which is discretized into T stages. Let T := {R + 1, R + 2, . . . , R + T } and use t to denote each element in T . For each stage in the delivery time interval, the amount of energy supply from conventional generation is x = x R+1 /T .
A random wind generation W t and a random load L t are realized for each t ∈ T . Let t. We denote the amount of energy stored in the storage device at stage t as b t , the transition function for the storage device as F (b t , u t ), and the feasible set for the discharging/recharging operations as U(b t ). We denote the terminal cost as g(D, u, x), which will be specified in The RLD with storage problem can then be summarized as
x r+1 = x r + s r , r ∈ R; (2c)
B. Storage
The storage device has finite energy capacity B. Typically, storage models also consider ramping-rate constraints on charging and discharging [23] . Fast response grid level storage is rapidly becoming available with power to energy ratios of 40 to 50 kW per kWh utilizing Advanced Lithium-Ion blocks . A full charge or discharge of 1 kWh can be obtained in about 1.2 to 1.5 minutes of response time. If the dispatch discretization interval considered is larger than this, the ramping constraints will not be active during operation.
Although some of our results can be generalized to cases with charge constraints (e.g., [18] , [22] , [24] ), focusing on a simpler model reveals deeper insight about the solution. In ongoing work,
we are devising a model for slow storage, which needs to account for the existence of multiple markets (each with multiple storage operation stages) with different timing constraints.
The dynamics of the storage model is captured by the transition function
and the feasible action set is
The feasible set for the vector u is denoted as U(b). We assume that the storage starts empty,
i.e., b R+1 = 0, and any energy remained in the storage after stage R + T will be discarded at no cost/benefit consistent with operating policies for fast storage.
C. Terminal Costs

Different terminal costs lead to different dispatch goals:
Value of loss load (VOLL). Let
measure the shortfall to meet D t when x units of power is supplied and −u t units of energy are withdrawn from the storage at stage t, where c is the cost of unit shortfall. The total terminal cost over the delivery time interval then is
for all values of D t and u t .
Loss of load probability (LOLP).
LOLP is in general defined as the probability of allocated supply not meeting the random deficit at the delivery time. For our model with a finite-length delivery time interval and storage, one way to define LOLP is
Here we use another definition which induces simple dispatch rule:
where α t is the allowed LOLP at stage t ∈ T which could be related to the allowed LOLP for the entire delivery time interval with e.g.
A direct setup that achieves this goal is to use extended function definitions:
Notice since the set
Frequency drop charge. In some scenarios, it is desirable to charge for the frequency deviations caused by unmet demand or excessive generation. A common assumption valid for small deviations of net demand is that the frequency deviation is linearly related to unmet demand,
In this case g is also convex, but is not non-increasing. For all stages in the delivery time interval,
we have
III. STRUCTURAL RESULT FOR DISPATCH CONTROL
The structure of the optimal dispatch depends on determining the optimal generation scheduling assuming that storage is operated optimally given a generator schedule. Based on the later assumption, a standard dynamic programming result reveals:
Lemma III.
The cost-to-go function for a dispatch stage r ∈ R ∪ {R + 1} is
Based on these observations and principles from inventory control, the structure of the optimal control can be computed. This structure depends on the gradient of the cost function. When cost functions are not differentiable (with respect to x r ), we use the notion of constrained subgradient denoted as ∇ in the sequel. Relying on Lemma III.1 and Proposition III.2, we are ready to give the main result of this section:
Theorem III.4. For each dispatch stage r ∈ R, the optimal dispatch is
where ψ r ∈ Y r is a state independent variable that satisfies
Theorem III.4 shows the optimal dispatch is characterized by a sequence of thresholds ψ r for r ∈ R. This important practical feature of RLD [25] generalizes to the case of storage with convex terminal costs. However, in RLD without storage thresholds can be precomputed given the probability structure of the net demand D conditional on the information set Y r . In the present case this is not possible in general as the net demand follows a stochastic process D t , t ∈ T instead of a single random variable representing the total net demand in the period.
Moreover, the computation of the constrained subgradient of the terminal cost function coupled with minimization over feasible storage operations may not be analytically tractable.
IV. STORAGE OPERATION AND THRESHOLD COMPUTATION
The threshold structure derived in the Section III is valid for any choice of convex terminal cost function, but the actual threshold computation depends on the particular cost choice. We focus on the VOLL cost in the reminder of the paper, but the analysis can be generalized to other costs in section II-C. For the VOLL cost, the optimal control problem is
Section III solved this problem assuming storage is operated optimally. The remainder of the section derives a more explicit optimal control rule for storage under the VOLL cost. Based on it, an efficient algorithm for the constrained subgradient of the terminal cost-to-go function is developed, which simplifies the computation of the dispatch thresholds significantly.
A. Storage Control
The optimal storage operation problem, given x R+1 units of energy accumulated in R markets,
The storage operation subproblem is again solved with dynamic programming.
Lemma IV.1 (Optimal storage operation). The terminal cost-to-go function is
and the cost-to-go for a storage operation stage t ∈ T is over all the storage operation stages (i.e., the terminal cost-to-go for dispatch after generators are scheduled): full, between full and empty, and empty after the optimal control at the corresponding stage, respectively. The tree grows exponentially.
(6), or equivalently the algebraic form of effective deficit, which is defined to be the difference between the realized deficit and the storage level for a particular case (node in Fig. 2 ). The recombinant lattice based on the algebraic form of effective deficit D k t is depicted in Fig. 3 . We will also refer the k-th node on the t-th level (corresponding to D 
Proposition IV.3 (State space decomposition). At stage t ∈ T , there are
K t = 2(t − R) − 1 algebraic forms of effective deficit D k t ,
which are defined recursively as
D k t =            D t if k = 1, D t − (x − D k−1 t−1 ) if k ∈ K t \{1, K t }, D t − B if k = K t , where k ∈ K t = {1, . . . , K t }, or equivalently D k t =      k−1 i=0 D t−i − (k − 1)x if 1 ≤ k ≤ t − R, Kt−k i=0 D t−i − (K t − k)x − B if t − R < k ≤ K t .
The indicator of the event for each particular case to happen is
p k t =                l∈K t−1 p l t−1 ½{D l t−1 > x} if k = 1, p k−1 t−1 ½{x − B < D k−1 t−1 ≤ x} if k ∈ K t \{1, K t }, l∈K t−1 p l t−1 ½{D l t−1 ≤ x − B} if k = K t , with p 1 R+1 = 1.D 1 R+1 D 1 R+2 D 2 R+2 D 3 R+2 D 1 R+3 D 2 R+3 D 3 R+3 D 4 R+3 D 5 R+3
C. Gaussian Dispatch
Theorem IV.4 works for general deficit processes. In practice, information about the net load is given by forecasts of load and wind and the expected variance of these forecasts. Utilizing the predicted deficit, the dispatch can be simplified by considering the forecast error random variable of the net load. The prediction errors of the deficit process can be assumed to be Gaussian random variables as observed in various studies (e.g. [22] , [25] , [28] ). In particular we consider the following form of the forecast
where
is independently distributed for each t. For each dispatch stage r ∈ R, the forecastD t (Y r ) and forecast error ǫ t (Y r ) depend on the information Y r . A typical pattern of this dependence is that as the delivery time approaches, the variance in prediction error decreases due to the accumulated information that is collected by e.g. wind speed sensors around the wind farm. This dependence is captured by inputting different variance values for the prediction error at different dispatch stages. Note for each fixed t ∈ T , ǫ t (Y r ) may not be independent across dispatch stages (for different values of index r). Since the calculation in the reminder of this paper applies to each dispatch stage, we write ǫ t andD t directly when index r is clear from the context, and omit the dependence on Y r to simplify the notation.
The independence of prediction errors simplifies the evaluation of the probability of visiting each node. We now give the updated version of Proposition IV.3. 
and the prediction error in the effective deficit is
where 
← − p
Given that ǫ t is independently distributed zero-mean Gaussian, ǫ k t is also zero-mean Gaussian, whose variance can be easily computed. It follows that E k t is a zero-mean multivariate Gaussian and its distribution function can be evaluated provided the its covariance matrix which again is available from the definition of ǫ k t . Proposition IV.5 allows us to evaluate the expected terminal cost-to-go and its subgradient explicitly.
Lemma IV.6 (Terminal cost-to-go and subgradient: Gaussian errors). The expected terminal cost isĴ
R+1 (x R+1 ) = c t∈T k∈Kt     D k t + µ      E k t ;      E k−1 t−1 . . . . ǫ k t      ,      E k−1 t−1 . . . . ∞           h+1 − x      ← − p k t ,
where µ X; X, X is the mean vector of the truncated Gaussian with mean and variance equal to that of X, and truncation interval X, X . Here the second term in the bracket is the mean of the last entry of E k t within the corresponding interval. The expected constrained subgradient is
Relying only on the evaluation of Gaussian distribution function, Proposition IV.5 and Lemma IV.6
give an analytical tractable approach to calculate the expected total cost for the delivery interval with storage operation. It provides an efficient approach to compute the dispatch thresholds for prediction model (8) . We also note this result is of interest in other applications of energy storage, where benefits of storage need to be quantified as cost-saving over a finite horizon. We can in fact analyze several practical special cases of model (8) 2)D t ≡D. In this case, the only forecast available is one nominal value for the deficit over the entire delivery time interval. This simplifies the form of D k t in Equation (9) . From a practical perspective, this assumption allows the computation of the thresholds to be conducted offline. This simplifies the dispatch procedure tremendously, so that stochastic dispatch may be carried out in a similar fashion as conventional deterministic dispatch.
3)D t ≡D and σ t ≡ σ. This is the simplest model in which thresholds can be computed off-line. It also requires extremely few data to estimate model parameters. However, this model may be too simple to represent the fluctuation of the deficit process over the delivery time interval.
V. APPROXIMATE ALGORITHM FOR DISPATCH
In this section, we consider the continuous-time operation of energy storage and propose an approximate algorithm for estimating dispatch thresholds. Before introducing the continuoustime model, we first reformulate the discrete-time counterpart. Without loss of generality, we assume c = 1. Let
denote the cumulative VOLL cost and cumulative curtailment up to time t, respectively. Suppose that V t and Q t , t ∈ T , are adapted to information Y t , t ∈ T . Then the charging and discharging operation of energy storage is uniquely specified by
and is also adapted to Y t , t ∈ T . The stored energy can also be expressed in terms of V t and Q t :
Now we can reformulate the optimal storage operation problem with V t and Q t as control variables, that is,
Although the feasible set allowing (V t − V t−1 )(Q t − Q t−1 ) < 0 is larger than the feasible set of the original problem, it is easy to see that the alternative control variables
yield the same stored energy b t+1 and lower cost. Thus, the reformulated optimization problem is equivalent to the original problem. Under the optimal policy in Lemma IV.1, the cumulative VOLL cost V t increases only if storage is empty, that is, b t+1 = 0, and the cumulative curtailment (t−R−1)/T , where the adjustment in t is due to the starting time. The cumulative VOLL cost V t is adapted to information Y t , continuous, and non-decreasing with V R+1 = 0. The cumulative curtailment Q t is adapted to information Y t , continuous, and non-increasing with Q R+1 = 0. Then the stored energy at time t is equal to
for t ∈ T C . Under the optimal policy, V t increases only if b t = 0, and Q t decreases only if b t = B. The stored energy process b t is a reflected Brownian motion. We will approximate the total VOLL cost by the product of the long-term average VOLL cost and the delivery interval length. To find the long-term average cost, we use the properties of reflected Brownian motion in the following Lemma.
Lemma V.1 ( [29]
). Let Z t be a (µ, σ) Brownian motion with Z 0 = 0 and The long term averages of V t and Q t are equal to
respectively. The steady-state probability density function of Z t is equal to
Using the above lemma, we can approximate the VOLL cost for general c and its first-order derivative by
where The approximate VOLL cost is convex. Thus, the approximate dispatch policy is still charac-terized by (4) except that the thresholds ψ r = ∆ r +D(Y r ) and ∆ r satisfies
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Setup
We utilize the published forecast performance curve from Red Electrica Espana ( Fig. 4(a) ) to compare the costs of various dispatch policies. Let σ(t) be the standard deviation of the thours-ahead forecast error. The error ǫ r explained from stage r − 1 to stage r is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance σ 
B. Comparing dispatch approaches
In addition to the optimal dispatch policy in Section IV and the approximate algorithm in Section V, we also consider the following two dispatch approaches as benchmarks. The 3σ-rule assumes ∆ r = 3σ(t r ). The ideal policy is the optimal dispatch given a perfect forecast and is given by the following linear program,
Since a perfect forecast is available in this case, it is always optimal to make all purchase at the day-ahead market when the price is lowest. Denote the cost of the ideal policy by J 0 (D, B).
For any policy φ, J φ (D, B) ≥ J 0 (D, B), and the difference is the integration cost of policy φ: the storage operation cost since it assumes that the probability distribution of the initial stored energy is steady-state distribution instead of zero assumed in the discrete-time model.
In Fig. 5(a) , we compare the cost J φ (D, B) of the 3σ strategy, the optimal dispatch policy, 
VII. CONCLUSION
The paper extends Risk Limiting Dispatch to incorporate fast ramping storage. The structural properties of the optimal dispatch are studied, and demonstrate that optimality is achieved by following a simple threshold rule. The optimal storage operation policy is given in closed form.
Explicit formulae for evaluating the total expected cost over the delivery interval are obtained and efficient algorithms for computing the dispatch threshold using this cost estimates are also obtained.
A simpler continuous time approximation to storage operation results in a simple expression for terminal cost-to-go as a function of the storage capacity B and the deficit process variance σ 2 R+1 . The relationship quantifies the notion that the storage smoothes the wind. The algorithms are illustrated and compared using numerical results. In ongoing work, we are extending the method to include slow storage, which requires modeling multiple simultaneous market decisions. We would also like to investigate incorporation of ramping constraints for the slow storage problem.
Finally, the effects of network congestion in a scenario with storage can be considered. We first state and prove a standard result.
Proposition A.1 ( [30] ). Let X be a nonempty set with A x a nonempty set for each x ∈ X. Let C = {(x, y) : y ∈ A x , x ∈ X}, let J be a real-valued function on C and define
If C is a convex set and J is a convex function on C, then f is a convex function on any convex
Then for all γ > 0 there are y 1 and y 2 with (x i , y i ) ∈ C, i = 1 and 2, such that f (x i ) + γ > J(x i , y i ). Pick t ∈ (0, 1), and let (x, y) = t(x 1 , y 1 ) + (1 − t)(x 2 , y 2 ), which is in C because C is convex. Now
with the second inequality due to convexity of J on C. Letting γ → 0 yields the convexity of f .
Given g(D, u, x) convex in u and x, we have E {g(D, u, x)|Y R+1 } convex in u and x. Since U(b) is an affine set (and therefore is convex), by Proposition A.1, we have
We proceed to prove J r (x r ) is convex in x r . Note
is convex in s r and x r , and the conditional expectation preserves the convexity, by invoking Proposition A.1, we have J r (x r ) is convex in x r .
Therefore by induction, we have J r (x r ) convex in x r for all r ∈ R ∪ {R + 1}.
Proof of Theorem III.4
By Proposition III.2, we have J r (x r ) is convex for r ∈ R\{R + 1}. Further −c r ∈ ∇Ĵ r+1 (ψ r )
by the definition of constrained subgradient. SinceĴ r+1 is Y r -adapted, we have ψ r is Y r -adapted.
if s r ∈ S r . This relation gives the optimal threshold for stages r ∈ R. For purchase only or sell only stages, we show Equation (4) gives the optimal dispatch. Consider a purchase stage, if ψ r − x r ≥ 0, the constraint is not tight and s
APPENDIX B PROOF FOR SECTION IV
Proof of Lemma IV.1
We need to prove the convexity of the cost-to-go function and the optimality of the proposed control rule.
•
is convex in (x, b t , u t ) , and the conditional expectation preserves the convexity, by invoking Proposition A.1, we have J t (x, b t ) is convex in (x, b t ).
Therefore by induction, we have J t (x, b t ) is convex in (x, b t ) for all t ∈ T ∪ {R + T + 1}.
• The optimal control policy of storage is a standard result. See Remark 4.3 in [18] for intuitional explanation, and [17] for detailed proof.
Denote the expected penalty that will occur at stage t ∈ T as V t , i.e.,
We haveĴ R+1 (x R+1 ) = t∈T V t . We then need to prove V t = cE k∈Kt [D The first equality is due to p As a consequence, Equation (18) holds for any t ∈ T , which completes the proof.
Notice the second equality in Equation (7) is another form for the same result, as the set of inequality denoted by p k t can always be expressed as the vector inequalities. For general deficit process, this form is not useful in term of computation (and therefore we don't derive further the expression for upper and lower bounds involved). But in the setup of independent error, this forms gives computational efficient way of evaluate the thresholds as explained in Section IV-C.
• The constrained subgradient for the cost-to-go function at stage R + 1 given the information at a dispatch stage r is
Proof: Using the explicit definition of D k t , we notice
Consequently,
Invoking the chain rule and Leibniz's rule for differentiation under the integral sign finishes the proof.
Proof of Proposition IV.5
By induction over the levels of the lattice. The base case p 
